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Platform trolley Matador 750x490x1115 mm -
aluminium, with brake
SKU 74528

Platform trolley from Matador with dimensions 910x490x1115 mm. The
load capacity of the system trolley is 400 kg and its own weight is 9.4 kg.
The platform trailer is foldable.

TECHNICAL DATA

Product new

Material Aluminium

Status New

Outside dimension lenght 750

Outside dimension width 490

Outside dimension height 1115

Carry weight 400

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Aluminum platform truck with dimensions 750 x 490 x 1115 mm. The
dimensions of the plateau are 750 x 490 mm and the height of the
plateau is 240 mm. The folded dimensions of the platform trailer are 550
x 350 x 1120 mm. The load capacity of this system trolley is 400 kg and
its own weight is 9.4 kg. Two castor wheels (130 x 35 mm) are attached
to the front of the system trolley and the platform trolley is fitted with
two fixed wheels (160 x 35 mm) at the rear. The non-marking solid gray
rubber compound tires offer 20% less resistance. The wheels and swivel
joints are fitted with ball bearings and the cast aluminum rims are super
light and super strong! The cart is provided with a handle that facilitates
the use of the cart. The height of this is according to European
standards. The four different positions of the handle are easily
adjustable: braking, walking, lifting and the folded position. The handle is
also equipped with integrated braking position on both rear wheels. The
high platform provides better ergonomics. The collapsible system cart is
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equipped with an additional side and front tube for securing the goods
delivered by a tension strap and the cart is also provided with a non-slip
surface. In addition, the plateau is reinforced with carbon fiber for a high
resistance!

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/platform-trolley-matador-750x490x1115-mm-
aluminium-with-brake-74528
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